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HOW THE ENTRIES STACKED UP IN OUR
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I

by

Anton Crone

15 May 2015

f there’s one way to reignite your passion for Africa,

just host a photographic competition celebrating the

wonders of the continent. Over the past 6 months

we’ve asked Africa Geographic’s readers to send us

their best images, and we’ve been inundated with

entries – 9,736 to be exact, that’s 52 photos a day on average,

and we’ve enjoyed looking at every one of them. It reminds us

just how diverse this enormous continent is and how much

there is to celebrate.   
These are not the finalists (you’ll find the 15 finalists here),

but read further to find out what type of photos our readers

love taking, and as a treat we have included a selection of

entries that are bound to make you smile.

The most photographed things in Africa



Wildlife/Scenic

This was the category our readers were most enthusiastic

about – by far. Out of a total of 9,736 entries, 7,699 were

entered in the Wildlife/Scenic category. It’s clear that our

readers truly love the wilderness and that they spend a great

deal of time communing with the wonderful creatures that live

there. Of all the creatures they like photographing, the leopard

came up trumps outnumbering any other animal that caught

their eye. And who can blame them, the leopard is truly one of

the most stunning and enigmatic creatures in Africa, as well as

being an incorrigible poser.



People/Culture

This category had 1,329 entries, a number that doesn’t nearly

reflect the incredible diversity and rich heritage of Africa’s

people. Perhaps it’s because people are shy about meeting

others and taking their photographs, and that photographers

are more interested in wildlife than they are in people. As a

person who loves spending time with people and

photographing them I personally want to encourage travellers

http://www.tandatula.com/


and photographers to explore African culture and try and

spend more time with people along your journeys. By doing so

you discover so much of what makes this continent great, like

the ancient cultures of the Mursi, Hamar, Maasai, Dogong,

Hadzabe, San, Touareg, Himba and many more, as well as the

contemporary cultures that thrive in cities like Nairobi, Addis

Ababa, Johannesburg, Kigali, Kampala and Antananarivo – all

vital hubs on the way to the wild places. There are only three

finalists in this category.

Travel

This category attracted just 708 images, but then it is difficult

to capture the essence of travel in one image. What became

clear is that the road less travelled was the subject people

liked photographing best, followed by activities such as scuba

diving and boating. The lack of entries gave us such slim

pickings that there are only two travel finalists.

Read more beneath the advert



The most popular photographic destinations

Most of the entries were photographed in South Africa’s wild

places. The wild residents of Kruger National Park attracted

http://www.thule.com/en/za/buyers-guide?c=technical+backpacks
https://www.african-parks.org/Donate.html


more attention than any other, not surprisingly since this is

the most visited national park on the continent. Kgalagadi

Transfrontier Park straddling South Africa and Botswana

drew the next largest number of entries, and the quality of

these images surpassed any other, no doubt because of the

quality of the light – often golden red with dust – and the

sheer beauty and diversity of the animals and landscape in

this arid region. Kenya’s Maasai Mara and Tanzania’s

Serengeti vied for the next most photographed spot, and

Namibia’s Etosha National Park came in closely after that.

A few of the images that made us smile

The images below unfortunately didn’t make our list of

finalists, but they were just too special not to share.

This wonderful image of the original “Angry Bird”, a black collared barbet was

taken by Ernest Porter.



A leopard mother and her almost fully grown cubs are a decorative addition to a

pretty boring tree, a truly unique image taken by Christof Schoeman. Two male

giraffes in perfect symmetry make a stunning image by Markus Eichelberg.

Amazing how one of the most dangerous animals in Africa could start out being

so cute.

Image by Omesh A. Motiwall.

http://www.wildfrontiers.com/


A cute hyena pup photographed by Prelena Soma Owen.

Just when you thought the Afro was a thing of the past, this caterpillar reminded

us just how groovy that getup can be.

Image by Amanda Harwood.



These Lion brothers stole our heart, the one seemingly looking after his blind

sibling.

Image by Logan Verwey

Motherhood. What more can one say.

Image by Tori Marsh.



This cute little chacma baboon was photographed by Marion Gohier.

This river is just over half an adult elephant deep.

Image by Shareen Nash

http://limpopo-lipadi.org/introduction/


Perhaps a little too soon to start walking.

Image by Shane Saunders.

We simply love the expression on this little Cape fox’s face as it looks up at its

mother.

Image by John de Jager.



Thank you

There were so many great images that whittling 9,736 entries

What we particularly loved about this encounter is that the older girl is clutching

a toy zebra.

Image by Brina Bunt.

It looks like this little fella has just left the pub.

Image by Marina Kugler.



down to just 15 finalists was incredibly hard. But along the

way we laughed, we ‘ooohed’, we ‘aaahed’ – we might have

even popped a tear. It was a wonderful journey and we met

some very entertaining creatures, a lot of very cute ones, we

basked in the smiles of beautiful people, and were driven mad

looking at the open roads you were travelling on while we

were rooted to our desks. We were indeed envious of your

journeys but glad you took the time to share them with us and

our readers. Thank you. It reminds us all what a wonderful,

unique and inspiring place Africa is.

What’s Next

On Friday 22 May we will publish the winner in each category.

The following Friday 29 May we will publish the audience

favourite (as determined by Facebook likes) as well as the

overall winner. Click below to have a look at the finalists.

Enjoy!

See the Finalists here

 



CLICK BELOW FOR CHAPTERS

Sign up to get our magazine stories

and most popular blog posts every week

Faniso C Zimunya

Oh my goodness these pictures make my

day. I feel humbled and blessed to be part

of this continent. I love Africa.!
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

FINALISTS – 15 Images Next Image

Congratulations to all the finalists! We felt the 15 images that you will see here stood out from

the rest

because of the unique and distinctly African scenes they portray, the way they express the raw

(and often harsh) beauty, vitality and adventure that is to be had on the continent, as well as the

photographer’s artistic ability to recognise the significance of the scene and translate it to the

viewer.

On Friday 22 May we will publish the winner in each category. The following Friday 29 May

we will publish the audience favourite (as determined by Facebook likes) as well as the overall

winner.

�

Click below to find out how all the entries stacked up and see a selection of images that didn’t

quite make the cut, but certainly made us smile.

Photographic Competition Roundup
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

Previous Image FINALISTS – 1 of 15 Images Next Image

Aerial view over a bend in Zambia’s Luangwa River.

Image by Shirli Carswell. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

Previous Image FINALISTS – 2 of 15 Images Next Image

A graphic journey of giraffes in Kenya’s Maasai Mara.

Image by Jan Vermeer. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

Previous Image FINALISTS – 3 of 15 Images Next Image

A baby mountain gorilla basks in the steely gaze of an adult.

Image by Byron Thomas. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

Previous Image FINALISTS – 4 of 15 Images Next Image

A black-backed jackal pursues a Burchell’s sandgrouse in Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park.

Image by Willem Kruger. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2015

Previous Image FINALISTS – 5 of 15 Images Next Image

A frenetic river crossing during the annual migration through Kenya’s Maasai Mara.

Image by Shirli Carswell. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A Queen finds her throne.

Image by Ana Zinger. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A locust takes flight in Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens in Roodepoort, South Africa.

Image by Ernest Porter. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A lion’s claws fixed on the leg of its giraffe prey in Ruaha National Park, Tanzania.

Image by Stijn Cavens. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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A black-backed jackal ensconced in an elephantine meal in Addo National Park, South Africa.

Image by Thinus Maritz. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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The expression goes “slowly, slowly catch the monkey”, as this leopard could attest to.
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Image by Chris Renshaw. Wildlife/Scenic category.
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Hamar woman in the market town of Turmi in Ethiopia.
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Image by Trevor Cole. People/Culture category.
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A Suri child finds protection during a rainstorm in Ethiopia.
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Image by Trevor Cole. People/Culture category.
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A young Himba boy runs to catch up with a family member in the arid Kunene region of

�

Namibia.

Image by Devon Macrae. People/Culture category.
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Negotiating the sands of Namibia.
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Image by Pavol Straňák. Travel category.
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A school of fish towers over a diver at Pinnacles off the coast of Cape Town, South Africa.

�

Image by Aaron Gekoski. Travel category.
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